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ABSTRACT
This work presents the application of optical holography for optical characterization and
nonlinear imaging. Holography encodes the phase of a complex optical field into the
intensity distribution of the interference pattern between the signal and the reference
fields.

The first part of this thesis is devoted to the metamaterial characterization using spectral
holography. Metamaterial is a class of artificial material having novel properties not
existing in nature. The developed spectral holography measurement system uses a
supercontinuum as the light source, which enables broadband characterization covering a
wavelength range from 600nm to 1700nm. Spectral holography is applied to measure the
complex transmission and reflection coefficient of two metamaterials, namely a
zero-index-material (ZIM) on a substrate that has effective zero refractive index at
1.55μm, and a Dielectric Magnetic Mirror (DMM) that can achieve high reflection
efficiency. The transmission and reflection coefficients are then used to deduce the
corresponding refractive index and impedance. The optical characteristics of two
metasurface based wave plates (a half wave plate and a quarter wave plate) are also
measured. The experimental results and the simulations show good agreements.

I also developed a unique sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopic holography for
chemical selective 3D imaging on organic samples. The strong SFG emission attributed
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to the vibrational resonance enhanced second order nonlinear susceptibility has been
utilized for label free chemical selective imaging of biosamples. I have demonstrated the
single shot, scanning-free technique for 3D imaging of biologically interesting samples
such as starch and D-galactose, using a pump and probe picoseconds laser system. The
hologram is recorded digitally and processed with numerical reconstruction algorithm.
SFG holography can potentially enable high speed 3D chemical selective imaging of live
biomaterials.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the invention of Holography in 19481, there have been dramatic developments in
this field. The basic idea of holography is that from the interference between scattered
light of an object and a suitable coherence light, both amplitude and phase information of
that scattered light can be retrieved. Holography exploits the intrinsic coherence of
optical field to deliberately encode phase information into intensity distribution which
can be recorded by photo-sensitive medium. The phase information is widely used in
microscopic studies, such as phase contrast microscopy2,3. Holography can quantitatively
measure the phase which is important to three-dimensional imaging and transfer function
characterization of a random medium4,5.

In 1960, the birth of laser6 paved the way for holographic technique improvements. As is
well known, lasers can provide much longer coherence length than nature light sources.
The first lens less 3D photography was realized by combining the laser technology and
the concept of holography7. Initial holographic setup proposed by Gabor involved
collinearly impinging object light and reference light on a recording medium. The twin
image problem affiliated to this method can degrade the image quality8. This issue was
solved by off axis modality7, which can separate the real and the virtual image spatially
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via an oblique reference beam.

As a powerful imaging method, holography has received intense attention and improved
from various aspects. Rainbow hologram9 makes the use of white light as reconstructing
beam possible. Observer from varied direction can see clear image with different color.
Also in the application of 3D imaging, full field of view hologram is accomplished by
employing illumination all around the object10,11. Reconstruction of that hologram also
needs a full field reference light to read encoded information.

Recording medium is also an issue which has a lot of room for improvement. Typical
recording materials include silver halide emulsions, photopolymer films, dichromated
gelatin, and photorefractive materials12. The common property these materials share is
linear response for optics intensity and high resolution.

Other than traditional analytical recording material, the advance of digital technology
enables digital holography13. Attributed to fast development in electronic devices,
Charged Coupled Device (CCD) or Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
sensor array can detect weak signal and even amplify it, without distorting the intensity
distribution. Holograms stored in digital form can then be reconstructed with many
advanced algorithms14,15. Rapid growth of the computation speed is capable of
performing reconstruction on dynamic images; therefore, the restriction of live hologram
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falling on how fast a hologram can be recorded. But the trade-off arises since shorter
integration time inevitably leads to lower signal. One solution to addressing this problem
is to utilize ultrafast laser pulses16. Tunable repetition rate and relatively high peak power
can easily enable high-frame-rate holographic video. Meanwhile, event occurring in ultra
short pulse duration time can be often essentially treated as being static, greatly
improving imaging qualities.

Based on ultrashort pulsed lasers, a list of work is done in a range of application areas.
With increasing demand of micro-imaging on tiny biostructures and nanostructures,
researchers tried to integrate hologram into cell phones for lens-less sensing. Intense
effort is devoted into this study17.

Ultrafast lasers not only enhance dynamic imaging, but also make long-time predicted
nonlinear phenomenon easier to detect with high intensity18. When light impinges on a
material, the induced dipole moment can oscillate in both fundamental frequency and
higher harmonic frequency. Depending on how the dipole respond to the incident field,
the light emitted from the dipole is categorized as first order, second order, and higher
order nonlinear generations. The nonlinear generation can serve as new kinds of contrast
mechanisms for imaging purposes. Nonlinear microscopy19–21 (including second
harmonic generation22,23 and coherent raman processes24,25,26) is already a well studied
area and helps researchers get insight of inner structures of cells that could not be seen
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using conventional microscopy.

One of my research focuses on exploiting Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) as a new
imaging contrast mechanism to perform holography. Although there has been a lot work
on SFG spectroscopy27–29, SFG imaging remains less explored. I have developed a SFG
holographic system and experimentally demonstrated the proof of concept.

It is not very intuitive but equal important to point out that electric field can also be
described in wave function in spectral domain30,31. Thus, the concept of hologram can be
studied in spectral domain. One major application of interference in spectral domain is to
characterize ultrafast laser pulse32–35. Normally ultrafast laser pulse is within fs range,
which is too quick to be correctly depicted by any electronic detector. However, the
relation between laser pulse and its spectrum can be used to retrieve pulse temporal
envelope from complex spectrum. Still, conventional spectrometer can only measure
power intensity spectrum, which contains only the amplitude information. Corresponding
phase can only be measured by encoding it to intensity via interference with a reference
pulse, which should have a known phase.

Another frequently used technique is to characterize spectral response function of a
material. Metamaterial, a class of artificial material possessing novel properties that
cannot be found in nature, is experiencing a rapid growth. In optical applications,
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metamaterial is often designed to alter the phase behavior of light reflected or travelling
inside. Spectral holography is considered as a promising method to fully characterize the
transfer function of this novel material. Parameters such as permeability can be retrieved
by the complex scattering coefficients. Dispersion parameters of a material can be
obtained from the phase change as a function of wavelength, and thus spectral
holography can also determine dispersion coefficient36,37,38.

In chapter 2, I review the general concept of holography, and present the necessary
mathematical expression of the holographic recording and reconstruction processes. As a
preliminary content for my graduate study, this chapter will then explain the principle of
spectral holography and SFG holography. Experimental setup will then be shown to
illustrate practical measurement means. Resolution of both spectral hologram and spatial
hologram is very important for evaluating the validity, thus I calculate the required
resolution and discuss the restrictions. Since the measurements were done digitally,
sampling rate plays a vital role in data storage and processing.

Optical characterization of metamaterials is discussed in Chapter 3. Spectral holography
is investigated to characterize several metamaterials, including Zero Index Material
(ZIM), and Artificial Perfect Magnetic Mirror (APMM). All the metamaterial samples are
designed by Zhihao Jiang, and fabricated by Lan Lin and SeoKho Yun. Spectral
holography is a powerful linear approach for obtaining complex reflection and
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transmission coefficient, by using supercontinuum optical source. Unlike other means,
spectral holography is capable of providing amplitude and relative phase change
simultaneously, yielding the complex scattering coefficients. Owing to its linear
characteristic, spectral holography features high sensitivity.

In chapter 4, I propose Sum frequency Generation (SFG) holography for 3D imaging of
materials which possess vibrational resonance enhanced   2  . Unlike traditional
holography which records the scattered illumination light, SFG hologram record the
hologram of the nonlinear signal generated from the material with a reference beam
produced from an external nonlinear crystal. Harmonic hologram has been applied using
second harmonic generation5,39–43, and Coherent anti-stoke Raman Scattering holography
has also been demonstrated44–48. This newly developed SFG Holography can produce
label-free chemical selective 3D imaging. And it can only happen in structure lacking
inversion symmetry, which can be found in organic polymer structures. Experimental
realization is shown in detail. Polarization states of SFG signal can reveal molecule
orientation49 and other crucial information, and it can be represented by stoke parameters.
SFG hologram can actually be used to measure Stoke parameters by using reference
beam as a connection between two orthogonal polarization states. Reconstructed SFG
image is obtained by numerical propagation algorithm, and the result also demonstrated
chemical selectivity.
In Chapter 5, a summary will be provided.
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Chapter 2
Principle of Spectroscopic Holography and Spectral
Holography
2.1 Introduction of spectroscopic Holography
Holography has become a vital tool for 3D imaging of static objects or dynamic
processes. It is a fundamental method for measuring the phase of complex field.
Recorded phase and amplitude information provide the possibility for reconstructing a
field in three dimensions. In addition to imaging applications, holography can be
employed in any domains that exhibit interferometric characteristics. Thereby,
holography performed in spectral domain can retrieve

spectral amplitude and spectral

phase, which are crucial for metamaterial characterization.

There are other means such as laser scanning or tomography which offer 3D imaging
capability. However, mechanical scanning of either the sample or the excitation beam
suffers from low scanning speed. Holography, on the other hand, offers the capacity for
non-scanning fast imaging speed while maintaining high spatial resolution limited by
diffraction.

Conventional linear hologram however suffers from a major drawback in that it collects
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scattered light from all structures and it is impossible to identify a particular molecular
species, because of the fact that the scattered field has the same frequency as the
illumination light. Recently proposed nonlinear holography exploits the properties
featured by nonlinear optical processes that the frequency of generated signal is distinct
from illumination. Nonlinear holography has been demonstrated with Second Harmonic
Generation (SHG)5,39–43, and Coherent Anti-Stoke Raman Scattering (CARS)44–48.
Nonlinear optical process is required to be coherent, so that it can be recorded
holographically with another coherent reference with the same frequency. Nonlinear
microscopy has become a mainstay imaging technique. However, laser-scanning
nonlinear microscopy requires the introduction of mechanical translation, which can limit
the acquisition speed. Therefore, using hologram can be a desirable approach for 3D
imaging due to its non-scanning nature.

In our lab, we further develop the nonlinear holography by using Sum Frequency
Generation (SFG) signal as the imaging mechanism. SFG signal is generated from the
target molecular species which lacks inversion symmetry and whose vibrational
frequency matches the IR pump beam. If a structure is composed of this kind of orderly
arranged species, it can produce intense SFG signal by constructively adding up the
radiation if the phase matching condition is satisfied. Therefore, SFG image can reveal
the distribution of a particular molecular species in a structure.
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We performed the off-axis SFG holography, and the hologram is recorded using a
charged coupled device (CCD), which means data recording and processing are all
operated digitally. In following sections, I will discuss several technical issues with
respect to the implementation of off-axis holography, the resolution restricted by CCD
pixel size, and the digital reconstruction.

The advantages of hologram especially the 3D imaging capability and chemical
selectivity form the basis for the work of this dissertation. In this chapter, I will introduce
the relevant theory of holographic imaging and spectral hologram. Detailed
implementation of SFG holography and Spectral hologram will be presented in the
following chapters.

2.2 General principle of holography
Holography’s aim is to record a complex wave front quantitatively by interfering with a
coherent reference beam. The recorded intensity of hologram has form as:
I  x, y   R  x, y   S  x, y   2 R  x, y  S  x, y  cos   x, y     x, y  
2

2

(2-1)

Where R is the reference beam, often with plan wave or spherical form; S represents the
signal wave to be reconstructed later.

R  x, y   S  x, y 
2

2

refers to sum of reference

intensity and signal intensity. I  x, y  stands for the intensity of hologram and will be
recorded in CCD detector.   x, y  and   x, y  are the phase of the reference and the
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signal respectively. Optical reconstruction requires an identical reference beam
illuminating on the hologram, and signal S will be reconstructed in original object plane.
The process is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2 - 1 Diagram of Hologram recording process

The first implemented hologram is an in-line modal1. Basically, if the reference beam
travel collinearly with signal along one axis, the final hologram is called inline hologram.
In-line hologram suffers from twin image problem, which means the virtual and real
image overlapped in space. When observer tried to see the real image via a reconstruction
beam, there will always exists a diffracted virtual image in background. The advantage of
inline hologram is its relative simple setup. The unscattered illumination light can act as a
reference beam by its self; greatly simplifying required optics and space. However, if the
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separation between real and virtual image is small, the twin-image effect is not negligible.

Figure 2 - 2 Off-axis holography imaging system

Twin image problem can be solved by off-axis holography modality, which is first
realized by Leith in 19647, after the invention of laser. In this case, there is a small angle
between the signal beam and the reference beam. A off-axis holography system is shown
in Figure 2-2. The signal is denoted as b  x, y  eikz z with the assumption that it satisfies
the paraxial approximation. After propagating for a distance in free space to the CCD
camera, the signal field can be expressed as b  x, y   hd ( x, y )  eikz d , where hd ( x, y ) is
the Fresnel convolution kernel:

hd  x, y  

eikd
 ik

exp   x 2  y 2  
i d
 2d


The reference beam is denoted as r  x, y   r0eik sin x eik cos d
Where  is the angle between the reference beam and the signal beam. The hologram
registered on the CCD camera is
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H  x, y   b  x, y   hd ( x, y )  eikd  r0eik sin  x eik cos d

2

 b  x, y   hd ( x, y )  r02
2

b  x, y   hd ( x, y )eikd r0e  ik sin  x e  ik cos d


 b  x, y   hd ( x, y )  e  ikd r0 eik sin  x eik cos d

(2-2)

The first and the second term in above equation stands for the signal intensity and the
reference intensity respectively, and the last two terms are the interference.
The reconstruction from recorded hologram requires 2D discrete Fourier Transform.
Performing 2D Fourier Transform on the hologram will generate three parts in the spatial
frequency domain, including a DC term and two side bands separated by 2k sin  . There
will not be overlap between these three components in spatial frequency domain when
the frequency separation is three times larger than that of the signal bandwidth (Figure
2-3). The sideband, which contains the initial signal field rather than the conjugate one,
could be digitally filtered out and reconstructed by inverse 2D Fourier Transform.

Figure 2 - 3 Spectral of the object and the hologram. Carrier spatial frequency should be at least
three times larger than bandwidth of the object. B is the signal bandwidth.
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2.3 Digital hologram
The first digital hologram is recorded by Goodman in 1967. Since then, the fast
development of highly sensitive digital detection technology improves the quality of
holography, and eases the reconstruction process by advanced numerical algorithms50.
However, CCD cameras have relatively larger sampling size compared to traditional
recording materials. And it is well known that sampling rate should be more than twice as
large as signal’s maximal frequency to faithfully represent the signal. In digital
holography51, this requires that at least two pixels are covered by one period of the
interference fringes. Thus, the larger pixel size (usually several microns) of CCD camera
will limit the highest frequency that can be detected52. Reducing the angle between the
reference and the signal can effectively lower the spatial frequency. Using an imaging
system to magnify the signal is another method by lowering the spatial frequency.

Now we assume the CCD array used to register hologram has N  M pixels, and each
pixel is a square element with a width  . From previous discussion, the distance
between two adjacent inference period is  2 sin


2

, if the reference beam and signal

form  angle. Therefore, sampling theorem requires   

2

.
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Figure 2 - 4 Illustration of the relation between CCD configuration and sampling rate.

The image is normally projected onto the center region of a CCD camera in our
holographic system. As shown in Figure 2-4, if the interference pattern between the
signal from top part of object and the reference is recorded at the bottom of CCD, the
distance between object and CCD should satisfy,
tan  

d o 2  N  2
d

where d stands for the distance, and d o is the size of object. If sampling theorem is
considered, we have
d

 do  N   


(2-3)

Therefore, increasing the distance between object and detector or reducing object size can
both lead to adequate sampling for hologram. Adding an aperture could also act as an low
pass filter by cutting off beam with shaper angle, but the diminished intensity will
degraded hologram quality.
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The often-used reference beam in digital holography is a plane wave, because of its
uniformly distributed intensity and constant or linear phase across the illumination field.
As shown in hologram term R  x, y  S  x, y  cos   x, y     x, y   in equation (2-1),
a stronger reference is able to produce a larger holographic signal even if the signal
strength is relatively weak. Therefore, a stronger reference light is preferred as long as the
reference field is uniform and not saturating the CCD camera. So plane wave is always a
competitive candidate for holographic recording. A simplest way to generate plane wave
is by using a spatial filter. In our experiment, we use single mode fiber to fulfill the same
purpose.

As mentioned above, limited pixel size of the CCD array restricts holographic recording
angle between the signal and the reference. The required angle is usually below 2 . The
reference beam is thus often introduced into system by a beam splitter.
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2.4 Numerically reconstruction

Figure 2 - 5 Illustration of Object plane, hologram plane and image plane

Now we recall the representation of a diffracted field distribution in the hologram plane

 , 

given the field in the object plane

 x, y  53:
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Spatial frequency is defined as
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So the step width in the object plane is written as
x 

d
d
, and y 
.
N 
M 

For simplicity we generally use plane wave as a reference beam, so direct forward
propagating or back propagating will give us conjugate real image or virtual image
respectively. Consider the forward propagating case,
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Since diffraction can be treated as convolution, numerical reconstruction could be
performed from convolution aspect of view54.
Impulse response of free space propagation is
g  x   , y   
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'
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Using the convolution notation, diffracted field in image plane is
b  x ' , y '   B  ,   g  , 

Knowing that convolution in spatial domain is actually the multiplication in spatial
frequency domain, the above diffraction can be written as
F  b'   F  B   F  g  , where F stands for Fourier Transform.

Transfer function of free space is


1
G  ,    exp  2i d
 2   2 
2
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2.5 Spectral Holography
Spectral holography applied in the metamaterial characterization exploits its abilities of
providing both amplitude and relative phase difference.

Figure 2 - 6 Schematic of spectral holography

In this method, the beam to probe the sample is denoted as S   , the reference beam is
denoted as R   . Transfer function H   of the to-be-characterized material is given
as r   or t   for reflection and transmission respectively. Interference between S and
R is expressed by
I     S    H     R     S    H    R  
2

2

 S     H    R    S   H   R   

2

.

Removing the sample and repeating measurement will give out the interference as
I     S     R     S     R     S     R    S   R    .
2

2

2

Taking the ratio of the last term of each formula, extracted by inverse Fourier transform
and digitally filtering the corresponding side peak, leads to desired complex scattering
coefficients. The resolution of spectrometer determines how far the two pulses can be
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separated, and the working wavelength range of spectrometer affects the temporal
resolution.
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Chapter 3
Metamaterial Characterization using Spectral
Holography
3.1 Introduction
There is a strong demand for broadband optical characterization for emerging
metamaterial research.

Metamaterial refers to a class of artificial materials which

possess novel properties that don’t exist in natural materials; these unique features
originate from deliberately engineered structures rather than from the constituents
contained in the materials. With the help of transformation optics55,56, researchers can
control electromagnetic wave propagation in metamaterial attributed to the intrinsic
invariance under coordinate transformation of Maxwell equation. In this aspect,
performing coordinate transformation operation on Maxwell equation is equivalent to
inhomogeneous and anisotropic compression and stretching on material in the original
space. The accurate and efficient optical phase measurement of metamaterial is needed to
evaluate the performance or to extract relevant characteristics, such as the refractive
index. The refractive index of metamaterial plays an important role as applications on
nonlinear optics and beam shaping are growing. Knowing the refractive index of a
material means that many optical properties can be faithfully calculated, such as the
absorption57 and chromatic dispersion. Conventional spectroscopic ellipsometry can
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characterize the refractive index by detecting the polarization state of the reflecting field
on material’s surface, but the limited illumination bandwidth and the fixed configuration
restrict applications on metamaterials. Measuring the complex scattering coefficients is
an effective means to retrieve the underlying refractive index. Therefore, we proposed
using spectral holography to characterize optical properties of multiple metamaterials
both in amplitude and phase, and experimentally evaluated the performance of this
method.

In this chapter, I will first present optical characterization of broadband and wide field of
view plasmonic metasurface enabled wave plates58 using straightforward polarization
detecting method58. It will show that such method couldn’t satisfy further characterization
when phase change is more complicate. Spectral holography is then proposed and
adopted on two metamaterials, namely substrate based Zero-Index-Material (ZIM)59,60
and Dielectric Magnetic Mirror (DMM).

3.2 Metasurface wave plate characterization
Compared to 3D metamaterial, 2D metasurfaces usually exhibit low loss and relative
easy fabrication process, which make it desirable to replace bulky optics with same
functionality in integrated optical systems. The metasurface wave plates designed and
fabricated by our collaborators can act as reflection type broadband half wave plate and
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quarter wave plate with wide incident angle. Such optical element is crucial in
applications like sensing and optical communications. Although wave plate is a widely
used optical element, it usually cannot be working under broadband and wide field of
view simultaneously, because the usage of stacks birefringent materials for broadband
will limit working incident angle.

Our metasurface wave plate is composed of an array of strongly coupled nonarod
resonator building block. Adjusting aspect ratio of the nanorod unit can achieve desired
spectral dispersion. We can control anisotropic optical response and light interference
across a broad range of wavelengths.

The structure of the building unit is illustrated in Figure 3-1and Figure 3-2. It composes a
layer of metallic nano-resonator array with periodicity much smaller than the operating
wavelength. Underneath the resonator array is a layer of silicon dioxide and bottom
continuous gold layer. Adjusting thickness of SiO2 layer can tailor amplitude and phase of
co-polarized and cross-polarized reflection beam via multiple reflections.

The functionalities of metasurface half wave plate (HWP) and quarter wave plate (QWP)
are illustrated in Figur3-3(a) and (b). In HWP characterization, an S-polarized beam is
incidents on the surface, and the angle i between the incident plan and the x-axis of
nanorod is 135˚, in order to project identical amount of intensity on two orthogonal axes.
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Based on the designed configurations, there will be 180˚ phase difference between the
reflected field polarized along x-axis and y-axis. Therefore, the reflection light will be
P-polarized. In QWP characterization, a circular polarized beam is incident on the sample
along the x-axis. In this case, the phase difference added to two polarization directions is
90˚. Thus, the output light will be a linear polarized light.

Figure 3 - 1 Building unit of metasureface based half wave plate. Top and bottom stand for gold
nanorod and substrate58. The gray layer in between is SiO2. Designed parameters for half wave
plat are: ax=210nm, ay=70nm, px=252nm, py=252nm, tm=42nm, td=114nm, tm2=100nm.

Figure 3 - 2 Designed configuration for quarter wave plate58 is ax=180nm, ay=90nm, px=240nm,
py=282nm, tm=40nm, td=150nm, tm2=100nm.
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Figure 3 - 3 Tilted 3D view of the metasurface-based half-wave plate58. An s-polarized wave
incident from an angle of ( i =135˚) is converted into a p-polarized wave upon reflection. Inset
shows the side view of the nanostructure and light path. (b) Tilted 3D view of the
metasurface-based quarter-wave plate. A circularly-polarized wave incident from an angle of ( i
=0˚) is converted into a linearly-polarized wave upon reflection. Inset shows the polarization of
the reflected and incident waves in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector. The angle between
the electric field and the plane of incidence of the reflected light is 45˚.
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To demonstrate proposed functions of metasurface wave plates, we conducted the
characterization

to

measure

polarization

conversion

efficiency.

A broadband

supercontinuum source was generated by coupling a sub-nanosecond Q-switched pulsed
laser into a 20 m long highly nonlinear photonics crystal fiber (PCF). A smooth intensity
spectrum was maintained throughout the wavelength range of interest except for a very
narrow band around 1064 nm where a strong peak from the pump wavelength exists. This
narrow band was removed using a notch filter during post processing. To characterize the
plasmonic metasurface-based half-wave plate, an s-polarized beam was produced by a
polarizing beam splitter and used as the incident light source. The polarization state of the
reflected light was characterized by rotating a broadband analyzer in steps of 10˚
(Glan-Thompson Calcite Polarizer, Newport 10GT04) in the plane perpendicular to the
wave vector of the reflected light and detecting the transmitted power with an Optical
Spectrum Analyzer (Ando, OSA AQ-6315A). The metasurface based quarter-wave plate
was characterized by confining the long axis of the nanorod within the plane of incidence.
The circularly polarized incident light was provided by inserting a conventional
broadband quarter-wave plate immediately after the polarization beam splitter and in
front of the sample. Figure 3-4 illustrate the experimental setup for metasurface enabled
quarter wave plate characterization. Corresponding half wave plate could be analyzed
with that conventional quarter wave plate removed right after polarized beam splitter. A
focusing lens before OSA aiming at signal-noise ratio improving is omitted in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3 - 4 Schematic of optical characterization. After polarized beam splitter, linear polarized
beam was converted to circular polarized and linear polarized again by designed device.

The optical properties of the fabricated metasurface-based half wave plate shown in
Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 are in strong agreement with theoretical predictions. The
measured polarization conversion ratio (PCR) and reflection magnitude both remain
above 92% over the targeted broad wavelength range from 640 to 1290 nm and
wide-FOV from 0˚ to 40˚. Even at a larger 50˚ angle of incidence, the PCRhwp and
reflection magnitude are still 86% and 87%, respectively. In comparison to the design,
the long-wavelength cut-off for the 90% PCRhwp bandwidth at a 4˚ incident angle is
blue-shifted from 1400 to 1330 nm without a change in the short-wavelength cutoff. This
small discrepancy is attributed to the wider inter-rod gap spacing in the fabricated
structure compared to the optimized design dimensions.
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Figure 3 - 5 SEM image of metasurface-enabled half wave plate (Image provided by Lan Lin).

Polarization conversion is experimentally verified by the measured the state of
polarization (SOP) patterns shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7. The cosine-shaped
patterns confirm the high degree of linear polarization of the reflected light. In addition,
the angle between the maxima of the reflected and incident light patterns is 90˚
throughout the entire wavelength band and 40˚ FOV, indicating that the maximum light
is reflected from the sample when the polarizers for the incident and reflected light are
oriented orthogonally to each other. Compared to the current experimentally
demonstrated plasmonic metasurface-based polarization-control devices, the nanorod
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array half-wave plate presented here achieves high power efficiency over a wide spectral
and angular range.

Figure 3 - 6 HWP. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization conversion
ratio (PCR) and reflection magnitude (Refl. Mag.) as a function of wavelength at different angles
of incidence (4˚, 20˚, 40˚). Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization state
in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector at 700, 900, and 1150 nm for different angles of
incidence (4˚, 20˚, 40˚).
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Figure 3 - 7 HWP. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization conversion
ratio (PCR) and reflection magnitude (Refl. Mag.) as a function of wavelength at different angles
of incidence (30˚, 40˚, 50˚). Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization
state in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector at 700, 900, and 1150 nm for different angles
of incidence (30˚, 40˚, 50˚).
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Figure 3 - 8 SEM image of metasurface-enabled quarter wave plate.( Image provided by Lan Lin)

As shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7, the measured PCRqwp is greater than 91%
within the targeted wavelength band and angular range, with the reflection magnitude
higher than 92%. The reduced PCRqwp value in the long wavelength range can be
attributed to the imperfect circular polarization of the incident wave above 1300 nm,
which is outside of the operational band of the commercial quarter-wave plate. The
measured SOP patterns are in strong agreement with the simulated predictions, indicating
that the circularly polarized incident wave is effectively converted to a linearly polarized
reflected wave.
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Figure 3 - 9 QWP. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization conversion
ratio (PCR) and reflection magnitude (Refl. Mag.) as a function of wavelength at different angles
of incidence (4˚, 20˚, 40˚). Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization state
in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector at 700, 900, and 1150 nm for different angles of
incidence (4˚, 20˚, 40˚).
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Figure 3 - 10 QWP. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization conversion
ratio (PCR) and reflection magnitude (Refl. Mag.) as a function of wavelength at different angles
of incidence (30˚, 40˚, 50˚). Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured polarization
state in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector at 700, 900, and 1150 nm for different angles
of incidence (30˚, 40˚, 50˚).
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We verified that fabricated metasurface wave plates had achieved designed performance
from measured polarization. However, we didn’t directly measure the phase difference
between those two polarizations, which can make the results arguable. For example, the
proposed metasureface-based QWP can convert a linear polarized light into a circular one
upon reflection. But the measurement results will be the same using this method if output
is either circular polarized or random polarized. In our experiment, we need to insert
another quarter wave plate to verify it is circular light rather than random light.
Meanwhile, this method is not good for normally incident beam, because the output
reflection needs to be separated for polarization characterization.

3.3 Experimental setup for spectral holography
We adopted spectral holography method to address this problem. As shown in the
previous section, permittivity and permeability are the most frequently used parameters to
characterize metamaterials, because they are closely related to the refractive index and
the impedance. Kramers-Krönig equations relate the absorption and refractive index and
provide the ability to evaluate refractive index by measuring the absorption coefficient.
However, this method is not feasible in the case of our metamaterials because they
exhibit low loss at designed working wavelength. Another means for retrieving refractive
index from the reflection and transmission coefficients was proposed. Refractive index
and impedance of material could be derived more directly from complex reflection and
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transmission using formulas below:
cos  nkd  

1
1   r 2  t 2  

2t 

1  r   t 2
2
1  r   t 2
2

z

where n stands for refractive index, r and t is complex reflection and transmission
coefficients. Z refers to impedance. Although multiple solutions arise as the refractive
index and the impedance are not real numbers, ambiguity may be avoided if one knows
more material properties, such as the fact that the material is passive. In addition, our
metamaterials are designed to be broadband to facilitate applications covering visible and
IR wavelength. Thus it is necessary to apply a scheme for accurately measuring complex
reflection and transmission coefficient over a broad spectrum range, in which spectral
holography fits well.

In chapter 2, I already briefly introduced the basic principle of spectral holography. Here
I only list the formula and start with experimental implementations, including the
transmission coefficient measurement and the reflection coefficient measurement. Recall
that the interferogram recorded is:
I    S   H    R    S   H   R   exp  i 
2

2

 S    H    R   exp  i 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer is employed in transmission measurement accompanied by
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supercontinuum source generated by sending nanosecond laser pulses at 1064nm (JDSU
NP-10620-100, λ = 1064nm, average power ~ 40mW) into 20m-long photonics crystal
fiber (PCF) (BlazePhotonics SC-5.0-1040). The interferogram is recorded by Optical
Spectrum Analyzer (OSA), which can feature wavelength resolution up to 0.2nm. Here,
the transform function is denoted as t   , representing the complex transmission
coefficient. Experimental setup for transmission measurement is illustrated in Figure 3-11.
Supercontinuum is coupled out by 20  objective, and then sent into non-polarizing
beam splitter to obtain the signal and reference beams with comparable power levels. The
Reference arm has a delay-line to compensate for optical path difference. Both the signal
and the reference beam are laser pulses with nanoseconds duration. The temporally
overlapping is done by manually translating the delay-line. In experiment we know that
coherent length is around few millimeters. The signal arm should include comparable
number of reflecting mirrors as that of the reference arm. This configuration is preferred
to maintain similar dispersion offset between two arms and achieve identical optical path.
After perpendicular incidence and passing through the sample, the signal beam which
already carries information of metamaterial is combined with the reference beam via
another non-polarizing beam splitter and detected by the OSA. A single lens may be used
for focusing to improve signal to noise ratio. The term we are interested in is expressed
as S   t   R   exp  i  . By removing the sample, leaving a distance of free space
instead, the term without sample is obtained as S   R   exp  i  . Taking the ratio
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of these two terms will give us complex transmission coefficient t   .

Figure 3 - 11 Schematic of transmission modal of spectral holography

Michelson interferometer is applied to measure the reflection coefficient, as shown in
Figure 3-12. Similar to the measurement for transmission, reflection coefficient is
calculated following the same procedure. The reflection coefficient of metamaterial is
compared to a standard metallic mirror, and there will be a small optical path difference
between them. Therefore, an additional phase should be involved in reflection
characterization. In experiment, we fabricated a gold mirror next to tha metamaterial
sample, and placed it on a translating stage with axis perpendicular to the optical path.
However, tiny deviation can still bring path length different around few microns, which is
much longer than the wavelength. If an individual mirror is required, this position change
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is actually very large. The corresponding two terms is written down as

S   R   exp  i  exp  iL c  , and S   r   R   exp  i 

,

where L stands for unknown shift causing by translation stage. This issue is solved by
noticing the fact that phases different between transmission and reflection is  2 in a
lossless medium. So we can determine the amount of additional path difference based on
the phase of transmission coefficient around wavelength that is away from the resonance
frequency.

Figure 3 - 12 Schematic of reflection modal of spectral holography
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3.4 Characterization of Zero-Index-Material on substrate
Zero-index-Material (ZIM) is a new class of metamaterial which is attracting intense
interest. ZIM has a variety of applications in optics research due to the unique properties
that it can support infinite phase velocity and infinite wavelength. These properties
suggest potential applications like beam collimator, and negative delay line. ZIM is
designed and fabricated by our collaborators. I will briefly describe design philosophy
and fabrication method. From neff   eff eff we know, zero refractive index need either
zero effective permeability  or zero effective permittivity  , which can be realized by
artificial magnetic resonators and volumetric wire array respectively60. But for optical
applications, high transmission or low loss is also desired, which requires impedance
matching. From the equation of impedance Z eff  eff  eff , it is desired that both the
effective permeability and the both effective permittivity are approaching zero to avoid
null or infinite impedance. Based on the fishnet structure, our collaborators optimized the
dimension of air holes and the thickness of each material layer by a Genetic algorithm.
They successfully made a free standing ZIM with high transmission efficiency and
desired refractive index. The validation of this sample is verified by spectral holography.

The ZIM reported is a free standing one, because the substrate in one side will induce an
asymmetric structure, leading to degraded optical performance. To investigate this effect,
we apply spectral holography on a ZIM on the substrate, so that we can directly measure
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how much difference the substrate can introduce to ZIM. Also substrate based material is
widely used because it can provide more mechanical rigidity and strength, we want to
study the role that substrate plays for future design.

Figure 3 - 13 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fishnet nanostructure in a ZIM
and a ZIM on fused silica substrate59, and illustration of scattering coefficients to be measured.

The fishnet nanostructure of this zero index material is shown in Figure 3-13. Target zero
index wavelength of this design is centered at 1.55μm and the impedance should match
that of the free space since the effective permittivity and permeability approach zero
simultaneously. It means that we can expect zero phase delay and low loss when a
1.55μm light passing through the material. The fishnet structure is composed of three
layers of periodic square air hole array, which are made of Au, polyimide, and Au from
top to bottom. Au layers and polyimide layer is 39nm and 303nm thick respectively. The
unit square air hole dimension is 956nm, containing a 365nm metallic strip. Fabrication
ensures nearly vertical side wall using E-beam lithography and highly anisotropic
fluorine-based reactive ion etching (RIE), and the vertical sidewall will eliminate
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bianisotropy effect caused by asymmetric air hole structure, which means measured
bianisotropy will be solely introduced by the substrate. Figure 3-13 shows the field
emission scanning electron microscope image of free standing ZIM.

A thin layer of water is used to position ZIM on fused silica substrate. Surface tension
helps stretching the flexible film and contact with substrate while water evaporating. To
measure bianisotropy effect induced by the substrate, complex transmission and
reflection coefficients were characterized from both the front and the back side of the
substrate mounted ZIM via spectral holography. Corresponding result of the free standing
ZIM is obtained by a former student in our lab.

Transmission and reflection coefficients were measured using the Mach-Zehnder and
Michelson interferometers described in the previous section. Spectral holography is
performed over a wide band from 1.2 to 1.7um, restricted by limited measurement range
of optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). A gold mirror is fabricated close to the ZIM on
substrate, simplifying reflection characterization. Reflection from the interface between
the substrate and air can be isolated in temporal domain by inverse Fourier Transform61.

Simulated and measured results of free standing ZIM are shown in Figure 3-14. The
result indicates strong agreement between theoretically simulated and characterized
complex transmission and reflection coefficients. Principally identical transmission and
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reflection curve from both side demonstrated symmetric sample which possessing no
bianisotropy. Retrieved effective permittivity and effective permeability is plotted in
Figure 3-14(c). It shows that sub fishnet structure indeed has zero refractive index at
1.55μm as desired.

Same set of properties for ZIM on substrate is shown in Figure 3-15. Because sample and
substrate exhibit different impedance value, we need to account for this effect when
calculating the transmission and reflection coefficients from both sides. As expected,
measured transmission and reflection coefficient match with simulated data well.

The

Amplitude and the phase of the transmission curve from both sides overlap because of
reciprocity. Compared to the free standing ZIM, substrate-mounted sample share the
same stop-band in transmission curve at 1.55um, but has a unique dip at 1.39um. These
two frequencies are corresponding to symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmonic resonance
modes, and the latter one is caused by asymmetric substrate. Reflection curve shows
obvious difference between incidence on air and substrate.
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Figure 3 - 14 (a) Simulated (left) and measured (right) transmission and reflection amplitudes of
the free-standing fishnet nanostructure. (b) Simulated (left) and measured (right) transmission and
reflection phases of the free-standing fishnet nanostructure. (c) Real parts of effective medium
parameters retrieved from simulation (left) and measurement (right)60.
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Figure 3 - 15 (a) Simulated (left) and measured (right) transmission and reflection amplitudes of
the substrate-mounted fishnet nanostructure. (b) Simulated (left) and measured (right)
transmission and reflection phases of the substratemounted fishnet nanostructure. (c) Real parts of
effective medium parameters retrieved from simulation (left) and measurement (right)59.
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A bianisotropic retrieval algorithm was employed to calculate effective permittivity,
effective permeability and magneto electric coupling coefficient from the measured
transmission and reflection coefficients. Figure 3-15(c) shows ZIM on substrate present
strong resonance at 1.39um, which attributes to the transmission drop and does not exist
in the free standing structure. A transmission null at around 1.55μm is also illustrated due
to resonance in effective permittivity and effective permeability. Magnetoelectric
coupling due to substrate actually shifts the zero-phase-delay location from 1.55μm to
1.53μm. Transmission power is also reduced to 71% from 94% in the free-standing one.

3.5 Characterization of Dielectric Optical Magnetic Mirror
Boundary condition of electromagnetic devices can have significant impact on the
distribution of electromagnetic field. It can be depicted as surface impedance ranging
from near zero to infinity, corresponding to perfect electric condition (PEC) and perfect
magnetic condition (PMC). While PEC widely exists in conventional materials like metal,
PMC condition is not found in natural material yet. Recent reported design suffered from
low reflection due to absorption near resonance and inefficient phase performance62,63.
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Figure 3 - 16 Unit structure of DMM and SEM image of microstructure (provided by Lan Lin)

Our collaborators designed and fabricate a dielectric mirror consisting of cross shape
nano resonator to achieve PMC in optical wavelength, achieving high reflection and zero
phase change simultaneously. The working principle is that Mie resonator with high
index surrounded by low index nonmagnetic material can present magnetic resonance.
Figure3-16 shows the unit cell of magnetic dielectric mirror, which is a alpha-Si made
cross shape structure on fused silica substrate. This structure ensures isotropic azimuthal
response from normally incident light. Dimensions of this nano resonator are determined
to fulfill the out-of-phase and in-phase perfect reflection at 1.15μm and 1um. Based on
simulation, target periodicity is 0.597μm with thickness of 0.363μm. The resonator is
designed to be 0.116μm wide and 0.431μm long. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) image of fabricated structure is shown in Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3 - 17 Measured (bottom blue) and simulated (top red) results of (a) reflection amplitude,
and (b) phase. (c) Transmission amplitude and (d) phase

Similarly, we characterized the complex transmission and reflection coefficients of DM
by employing spectral holography. Lacking the support of a substrate, DM exhibits micro
fluctuation to some extent, illumination beam is confined in a smaller area to avoid
unwanted scattering. The measured reflection and transmission coefficient as shown in
Figure 3-17 was compared to the simulation result. The reflection amplitude maintains
above 90% from 950 nm to 1130 nm with a phase gradually changing from -50 to 170.
The reflection phase reaches zero at the wavelength of 1μm with the amplitude about 99%
to realize the PMC. Small dent around 1060nm comes from with laser we use to pump
supercontinuum, and we digitally filtered it out. Reflection amplitude is nearly uniform in
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the designed range, and the two peaks at 1000nm and 1100nm appear as designed
through resonance. Transmission is also measured to calibrate the reflection results.
Figure 3-17(c) and (d) clearly show the resonance frequency through almost zero
transmission and sudden change in phase. Except for these two resonance frequencies,
spectrum is relatively smooth with a slowly slop probably causing by first order
dispersion. Simulation result fits the experimental obtained result well, indicating the
sample is fabricated as desired.
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Chapter 4
Sum-Frequency-Generation Spectroscopic Holography
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will propose and demonstrate a new kind of spectroscopic holography,
which combines Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy and holographic
microscopy. The proposed holography exploits intrinsic coherence of nonlinear signal
generation, and is not strange to optical study. Harmonic holography is already
demonstrated previously39. First demonstrated Harmonic holography used nonlinear
crystal particle which can emit second harmonic generation (SHG) as an imaging probe
to provide contrast based on particle distribution40. SHG hologram is also applied to
imaging structures which lack inversion symmetry, such as bio-structures41,64,65,66,67. Such
SHG holography can result in label free, 3D nonlinear microscopy, without using
fluorescence markers which can result in saturation or bleaching68,43,69,42. However, SHG
hologram often doesn’t have chemical selectivity since SHG signal can be generated
endogenously (bio-polymers) or exogenously (nano-crystal imaging probes) from any
material without inversion symmetry which possesses a non-vanishing second-order
nonlinear susceptibility. Chemical selectivity has been introduced into nonlinear
holographic studies by utilizing Coherent Anti-Stoke Raman Scattering (CARS)
signal45,44,47,46,48. In addition to label free and single shot 3D imaging, CARS holography
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also provide chemical selectivity by tuning the Stokes beam which together with the
pump laser beam can excite a particular vibrational mode of molecules. Although CARS
holography can be potentially applied on any materials since almost every material will
possess vibrational resonance enhanced third order susceptibility, certain class of material
which exhibits second order susceptibly due to the lack of inversion symmetry should be
treated specially. SFG utilizes   2  , which is generally orders of magnitude larger than

  3 , as contrast mechanism in imaging, and can probe ordered molecular structures
without inversion symmetry. With increasing demand on research of biopolymeric
material as alternative fuel, SFG is playing a central role in characterizing some
promising biomaterial, such as cellulose. SFG holography will be a most promising
imaging tool for material characterization and imaging. It is interesting to mention that
incoherent nonlinear generation is also used to perform holography, such as fluorescence
emission.70,71,72,73

Fundamental principle of SFG microscopy will be introduced first in the following
sections. Then, I will demonstrate scanning free SFG microscopy with chemical selective
imaging capability. Finally, SFG holography will be implemented to show single shot,
three-dimensional imaging. Other applications are also going to be discussed.
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4.2 Theoretical background of SFG
Sum-frequency-generation spectroscopy is a widely used nonlinear optical technique
when characterizing non-centrosymmetric materials. SFG vibration spectroscopy relies
on second-order optical nonlinearity. It happens when an external electric field induces
higher order polarization in material as18:

P   0    E   0    EE   0    EEE 
1

2

3

,

where   n  represents the nth order susceptibility,  0 is the permittivity of vacuum, E is
the external electric field. Higher order polarization occurs when the external field is
intense enough, sometimes comparable to the internal field within molecules. Consider
two external field E 1  ei1t and E 2  ei2t . From the equation above, the second
order nonlinear terms are proportional to
E 1  , E 2  , E 1  E 1  ei 21t , E 2  E 2  ei 22t , E 1  E 2  ei1 2 t and
2

E 1  E  2  e

2

 i 1 2 t

. As is well know, an oscillating dipole can generate

electromagnetic field at that frequency. So in the medium of interest, it actually emits
radiation at mixed frequencies, named optical rectification, second harmonic generation
(SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG) and difference frequency generation (DFG),
respectively. SFG is the topic of my research.
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Figure 4 - 1 Energy diagram for Sum Frequency Generation

In typical SFG spectroscopy, pulsed laser is preferred to provide adequate intensity. Two
input pulsed laser will be focused on a sample both overlapping spatially and
synchronizing temporally. Generally, one beam is in the infrared (IR) wavelength, which
can excite a resonant mode of molecules when the frequency matches. The other probe
beam is usually in the visible range. The emitted light is at the sum of the IR and the
visible frequency. Therefore, when IR pump beam is scanned across the frequency that
just equals to SFG-active vibration resonance, SFG signal will be resonantly enhanced.

There are several features of SFG spectroscopy which makes it advantageous compared
to other techniques. First, SFG is intrinsically forbidden in centrosymmetric materials, in
other words, materials possessing inversion symmetry. This property makes SFG
extremely useful when characterizing surface74 or interfaces, where the symmetry
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breaks75, or in characterization of organic materials which has orderly arranged molecular
distribution. Secondly, SFG shares the advantage with other nonlinear microscopy tools
such as being non-invasive. Thirdly, as a vibrational spectroscopy, it can provide
chemical selective information of the composition and structure in interface or inside
material. In addition, enhanced vibration SFG can be detected easily among scattered
pump light and other nonlinear generation because of its shorter wavelength.

4.2.1Experimental setup of SFG spectroscopy

The schematic of the optical setup of the SFG spectroscopy system is shown in Figure4-2

Figure 4 - 2 Schematic of the SFG Spectroscopy system76. Reflection SFG spectroscopy is
shown. Transmission modality is employed for holography in this dissertation. (image provided
by Chris Lee)
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A picosecond laser (PL2241) produces laser pulses at the fundamental wavelength
(1064nm), and the second harmonic wavelength (532nm) used to pump an optical
parametric generator. A Mid-infrared Difference Frequency Generation (DFG) unit mixes
the idler wave with the 1064nm radiation to achieve a tuning range from 2.3μm to 10μm
by difference frequency generation.

Before incident on a sample, a portion of the IR beam is split and detected by a
photodiode to monitor the IR power. The second harmonic radiation (532nm) from laser
PL2241 is used as the probe beam. Polarization and continuous pulse energy tuning is
fulfilled by several half wave plates in conjunction with Glan prisms Temporal overlap
between the visible 532nm and the mid-IR pulses is ensured by a delay line formed by a
prism and mirrors. It is worth to note that if the pump pulse arrives on the sample a litter
earlier, time resolved SFG spectroscopy is possible77. Polarization of the IR beam can
also be tuned by a periscope. Visible beam energy is monitored by a photodiode too. The
generated SFG signal is directed to a monochromator, after passing through a Glan prism,
a notch filter and a lens. These optical elements help the analysis of the polarization and
rejection of scattered pump light.

4.2.2 SFG Geometry

The configuration of the relevant beams in SFG is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4 - 3 SFG experiment geometry. The SFG beam is very close to the visible beam.

 IR stands for the incident angle of the IR beam, VIS is the corresponding angle of the
visible beam.  SFG is that for the SFG signal. The boundary condition in SFG is given by
kSFG sin  SFG  kVIS sin VIS  k IR sin  IR .

Where k denotes wave number of each beam. The angle of the SFG radiation thus can
be calculated. In practical setup,  IR  55 , VIS  60 . For maximum wavelength

IR  10  m ,  SFG  59.7 . For minimum wavelength IR  2.3 m ,  SFG  59 .
The deviation of SFG beam position on the monochromator can be estimated according
to the path length between the sample and the detector. If the slit is widely opened, the
radiation directions of SFG with different wavelength won’t affect the measured intensity
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4.3 Preparation of SFG hologram
To implement SFG holography, we need to develop SFG microscopy system first. A
separate stable and uniform reference field is also required. During this development, we
should verify chemically selective imaging capability. There are several candidate
materials both exhibiting appreciable   2  , including cellulose78,79,80,81, starch82,83, and
D-Galactose84. Pump power is also restricted so as to not damage samples. Considering
the ease of sample preparation and the excellent signal strength, we choose D-Galactose
crystals to perform most of the proof-of-concept experiments.

Figure 4 - 4 Schematic of the SFG Spectroscopic holography system: including SFG
spectroscopy, reference beam generation, and holographic imaging system.
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4.3.1 SFG microscopy
Existing SFG microscopy85,86,87 often uses scanning mirror to project focused pump and
probe beams across different locations, and collect the generated signal in each point to
form a full SFG image. Varying step size and integration time accompanied by advanced
algorithms can improve effective resolution88 and signal-to-noise ratio. SFG confocal
microscopy was developed to improve axial resolution89. However, longer imaging
acquisition time can limit application to dynamic imaging90. I developed a SFG
microscopy system on the existing SFG spectroscopy system for wide-field imaging. If
the SFG signal is intense from the sample, the single-shot SFG imaging is possible, and
that could enable dynamic SFG imaging.

Since the transmitted SFG signal is generally stronger than the reflected signal91, we
adopted the transmission imaging modality. However, it should be pointed out that
reflection microscopy is achievable by optimizing the whole system92. As shown in the
previous section, SFG emission happens at nearly 60˚ angle with respect to the normal
direction, the objective lens for imaging is also tilted and placed at the same angle for
better signal collection. With this configuration, we made a custom mount tilted at 60
angle to hold a sample glass slide. Sample can thus be positioned at the focal plan to
reduce aberration. A 20  long working distance objective is placed on a 3-axises
translation stages for collecting signal. Compared to normal objectives with
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sub-millimeter working distance, a long-working distance objective allows ease of
inserting optics behind the sample. The Collected signal is then focused by a single lens
(500mm) on a CCD camera. There are two additional mirrors between the objective and
the single lens to change the beam propagation direction, because of the limited space. A
short pass filter with a cutoff wavelength at 500nm is added in front of the longworking-distance objective to block the residual pump and probe beam. As mentioned
previously, the pump and probe are weakly focused behind the sample deliberately for
larger overlap area. Intensive laser pulses can damage optics without the filter inserted,
especially when the IR beam hit the absorption peak of silica. Two flip mirrors are also
added right after the objective to collect the transmitted SFG signal using the
monochromator for spectroscopic measurement. Figure 4-5 shows the SFG imaging part
of the experimental system.
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Figure 4 - 5 (a) SFG microscopy system includes a sample holder and long working distance
objective, the collected signal is then get focused by second lens to form a image on CCD. (b)
Linear image of crystallized cellulose. (c) SFG microscopic image of same crystallized cellulose
as shown in (b).

An SFG microscopic images of D-Galactose93 is shown in Figure 4-6, accompanied by
corresponding linear image under laser diode illumination (633nm). The triangular
shaped D-Galactose is moved to the center of pump and probe beams. Interference
pattern appears in both laser illuminated image and SFG image. The collected SFG image
from the sample passes through a 92:8 beam splitter before incident on the CCD camera.
The beam splitter is used for combining the reference field for recording a hologram in
later operations, and the wedged surface of the beam splitter is coated with an
antireflection layer to prevent ghost imaging and unwanted interference.
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Figure 4 - 6 SFG microscopy image and laser illuminated image. (a) D-galactose image
illuminated by guiding beam. (b) SFG image of D-galactose.

Another advantage featured by SFG microscopy is label free chemical selective imaging.
When the light is incident on a material possessing   2  , the generated sum frequency
signal can be resonantly enhanced if the frequency of the pump beam coincides with the
molecular vibrational frequency. Usually the resonant signal can be orders of magnitude
stronger than the non-resonant background, serving as a promising contrast mechanism
for imaging. Resonant frequency of different molecular species varies. By tuning the
pump frequency, we can selectively excite a particular constituent of a sample, leading to
label free chemical selective imaging. In common organic samples, -CH and -OH bond
are most frequently probed. Using a tunable pump laser with ~1nm bandwidth, we can
sufficiently separate these two resonances. For example in cellulose, our collaborators
found that CH bond has distinct resonance structure between uniaxially-aligned and
randomly-packed cellulose 1 crystals94,95.

Comparing the two spectrums in Figure 4-7, one can clearly see there is only one
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prominent peak in the uniaxially-aligned cellulose. As the pump frequency is tuned
towards resonance, the signal strength increases accordingly. We should point out that
only material exhibiting   2  can be identified when mixed with other centro-symmetric
components.

Figure 4 - 7 Cellulose in different condition exhibiting particular resonance peaks.(a)(c)
uniaxially-aligned cellulose.(b)(d) random packed cellulose(figures provided by Chris Lee)

If the samples both can exhibit   2  but with difference resonance frequency,
chemical selective imaging is also possible when tuning the IR beam to match the
particular resonance mode. Figure 4-8 shows SFG microscopy applied on a mixture of
D-Galactose and KCL crystals. In white light illumination, both D- Galactose and KCL
can be observed. We cannot identify which one is which. This problem can be solved
when imaging with SFG microscopy, as shown in Figure 4-8(b). It clearly shows that
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only sugar is generating signal and imaged. The area belonging to KCL vanishes in SFG
microscopy, because KCL has inversion symmetry and cannot produce SFG. In the case
when all the components can generate SFG signal, they can still be separately imaged
when excited at a particular pump wave number.

Figure 4 - 8 (a) White light illumination image of D-Galactose and KCL mixture. (b) SFG image
of the same area. The object in the dashed circle doesn’t show up in SFG image, indicating it is
KCL crystal.

4.3.2 Reference beam generation

To record a hologram, the basic requirements for a reference field are identical angular
frequency as the signal, same polarization, and within the coherent length. These three
elementary conditions are addressed respectively.
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Figure 4 - 9 Experimental setup for the SFG reference beam generation. Green lines are the
optical path of the visible light, and the red lines represent IR beams. The blue one is the
generated SFG from BBO crystal. SFG signal is coupled into the single mode fiber by objective.

Identical angular frequency is not difficult to obtain in conventional hologram, because
the illuminating light itself can serve as a reference too. However, the frequency of the
SFG signal varies as the pump is tuned for different samples. To obtain the reference at
exact frequency, a small portion of the pump and probe beams are split out and focused
onto a BBO crystal. Via non-resonant SFG process, we can generate a reference beam
with an identical wavelength as the SFG signal. In other words, no matter which
wavelength the IR is tuned to, the wavelength of the reference beam will be adjusted
accordingly. Diagram below illustrate this process.
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Figure 4 - 10 The diagram illustrating the SFG signal generation process and the reference
generation

An SFG image actually has multiple polarization components because of scattering the
fact that   2  is in general a tensor96. Rotating polarization of the reference beam can
extract the part of signal with same polarization as the reference. For initial experiment,
we simply adjust a polarizer in front of CCD camera to select an image with most
intensity. Reference beam will pass through a polarizer and half wave plate to be
transformed to the same polarization.

To compensate for the optical path that the IR beam experienced in the optical parametric
amplifier (OPA), a delay line is added to the visible arm. Then these two beams are
focused on a BBO crystal mounted on a rotational stage for optimizing the phase
matching condition. Another delay line is used after the reference generation to ensure the
signal and the reference can arrive at the CCD camera simultaneously.
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To obtain a high quality hologram, the reference beam should have as low as possible
variance if not perfectly uniform97. Stronger reference beam is preferred, because the
hologram term is the product of the signal field and the reference field. Even small signal
can be effectively enhanced by a relatively strong reference, as long as the reference
doesn’t saturate the CCD. We can also note that a strong non-uniform reference will
inevitably degrade the quality of the image. To obtain a uniform reference field without
using a bulky spatial filter, we simply coupled the SFG reference into a 20 cm long single
mode fiber. Single mode fiber can not only provide a uniform field of fundamental spatial
mode, it is also a good way to compensate beam path difference between the signal and
the reference. The SFG reference is then collimated by a 10  infinity-corrected objective,
and combined with the SFG signal on the CCD camera by a beam splitter.

4.4 Demonstration of SFG holography
4.4.1 Holographic imaging setup

Off-axis holography is investigated to alleviate the issues regarding the twin image
problem. In off-axis holography, the reference beam is combined with the signal beam at
an angle and interferes at the CCD array. Generation of the signal and the reference is
already shown in previous sections. Optical path difference is further compensated by
using a delay line in addition to the single mode fiber. Reference beam is collimated so
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that the beam diameter won’t change while translating the delay line. However, in some
cases we need to adjust the beam size either to optimize the reference intensity or to
cover a larger imaging area. In this case, I simply move the fiber output towards or away
from the collimating objective to control the beam diameter. A polarizer is placed in front
of the CCD camera ensuring both signal and reference has same polarization. The
intensity of the reference is then controlled by a half wave plate. A two-dimensional
translation stage holds the CCD detector to adjust the focusing plane.

Figure 4 - 11 Experimental setup for the SFG holographic recording sub-system on a breadboard.

The holographic recording sub-system is built on an extending optical board, which
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means tiny vibration of the main table can significantly disturb the holographic recording.
Therefore we limit our measurement within a single pulse duration. Image intensity can
be compromised by the short integration time, but better modulation contrast and high
frame rate are the merits.

4.4.2 SFG holographic reconstruction

A typical SFG hologram recorded with single-shot exposure from a pair of visible and IR
pulses is shown in Figure 4-12(a). In Figure 4-12(b), the two side bands in the Fourier
domain represent a virtual and a real image, while the central part stands for the DC
component containing the total intensity information of the SFG field and the reference.
After digitally selecting one sideband, this sideband is transformed back to the spatial
domain via the inverse Fourier transform as shown in Figure 4-12(c).
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Figure 4 - 12 Holographic SFG reconstruction process: (a) a typical SFG hologram recorded with
a single-shot exposure on D-Galactose (b) two-dimensional digital Fourier transform of the
hologram with the two side bands, the right corresponding to the selected term for digital
propagation, the central part represents the DC component of the recorded hologram and is
digitally filtered, (c) reconstructed intensity distribution (d) Modulation strength of a row of
hologram.

4.4.3 Digital focusing

We demonstrate the ability for digital focusing by imaging the triangle crystal as shown
in Figure 4-13. 2D Fourier Transform is performed on hologram, and one side band is
filtered out to do reconstruction. In the spatial frequency domain, it shows obvious
frequency components in three directions, corresponding to the three sets of interference
pattern in the SFG image. Currently we cannot fully understand the reason for these
interference patterns. It may be induced by complex 3D structures or rough surfaces that
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are not shown in 2D projection. SFG distribution emitted from particles with different
shapes98 is studied, and depth of focus reduction is also demonstrated to improve axial99
resolution.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4 - 13 Holographic SFG reconstruction process: (a) a typical SFG hologram recorded with
a single-shot exposure (b) two-dimensional digital Fourier transform of the hologram with the
two side bands, the top right corresponding to the selected term for digital propagation, the
central part represents the DC component of the recorded hologram and is digitally filtered, (c)
digitally filtered side band and centered, (d) reconstructed intensity distribution
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Figure 4 - 14 Reconstruct Holographic SFG imaging of a D-Galactose particle at different depth
positions (relative positions) by using digital propagation
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Figure 4 - 15 Holographic SFG imaging of a D-xylose particle at different depth positions
(relative positions) by using digital propagation. At 2.6 μm, the image has most sharp boundary,
and is similar to SFG image in Figure 4-5.

By performing the digital propagation, a sequence of images at different depths in the
sample can be retrieved as shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15. Distance labeled at left
bottom corner of each image is calculated from the hologram recording plan. Meanwhile
the magnification of the axial distance is considered: lateral magnification ratio of the
microscope is 30 times, and it is about 900 in axial direction. Compared to Figure 4-5, the
reconstructed image at 2.3μm is focused. Before and after 2.3μm, image is getting blurred
due to diffraction.
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4.4.4 Chemical selective SFG holography

We use the mixture of D-Galactose and KCL to demonstrate that SFG holography can do
non-scan 3D chemical selective imaging. Figure 4-16 shows that only the D-Galactose
can be imaged in SFG microscopy as mentioned in above sections. Figure 4-16(c) is the
reconstructed out-of-focus SFG image from a SFG hologram. The focused image by
digital back propagation is shown in Figure 4-16(d). It clear shows that there are two
particles located in this image plan, which is the same as Figure 4-16(d). The blur
images of other particles indicating that they are positioned in different depths.

Figure 4 - 16 (a) Linear image of the mixture of D-Galactose and KCL. (b) SFG image of same
area, and only the D-Galactose is imaged. (c) Reconstructed SFG image from a hologram. (d)
Digitally focused SFG image. The depth is same as in (b).
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4.4.5 SFG holography on biosample

Starch is used to demonstrate bio-imaging capability of SFG holography. There are
several studies on starch100,101 by SFG microscopy. However, they both need to scan the
sample point by point. In our study, we recorded the SFG hologram of starch by a
single-shot. The sharp image is also obtained by digital focusing. Figure 4-17(a) and (b)
shows the recorded SFG hologram and the reconstructed SFG image of a starch particle.
The digitally focused image is in Figure 4-17(c), and a manually focused SFG image is
shown in Figure 4-17(d) for reference.

Figure 4 - 17 (a) Single-shot SFG hologram of a starch particle. (b) Reconstructed SFG image of
that starch particle. (c) Focused image using digital back propagating algorithm. (d) Manually
focused SFG image of the same starch particle.
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4.5 Discussion of SFG holography
Generated SFG signal can be described using the wave equation with a second order
nonlinear polarization term serving as a driving source term102 :
 2 2 2 
4 2  2
   2 n  Esfg   2   x, y, z  EIR EVIS ,
c
c



Where EIR  AIR e jkIR r , and EVIS  AVIS e jkIVIS r are the IR probe and visible pump beam.

  2  x, y, z  stands for the spatial distribution of the second order susceptibility.

Assuming that the SFG signal of interest propagates forward and along the direction
determined by the phase matching condition, we can apply slowly varying envelop
approximation. SFG field is rewritten as ESFG  ASFG e jk

SFG  z

. The Wave equation becomes
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Where k  k IR  kVIS  k SFG . Slowly varying envelope approximation leads to
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By performing the Two-dimensional Fourier transform of above equation is
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Assuming the sample is confined in thickness L, the output SFG signal is written as
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is the diffraction kernel in free space, the output

SFG field could be treated as a linear superimposition of the diffracted   2  x, y, z  of
the sample. Thereby, we illustrate that the distribution of   2  x, y, z  is encoded in the
SFG field, and it can be retrieved by the digital back-propagation algorithm as in
conventional digital holography.

4.6 Summary
This chapter discusses the theoretical aspects of SFG holography, and demonstrates
non-scanning chemically selective 3D imaging by holographic SFG microscopy. SFG
holography records both the amplitude and the phase of the sum frequency field in single
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pulse duration time, potentially enabling high temporal resolution compared to other
laser-scanning SFG microscopy. We first propose and demonstrate the validity of this
method on samples possessing vibration enhanced second order nonlinear susceptibly.
SFG holography filled the gap of emerging nonlinear spectroscopic holography research
by introducing chemical selectivity via second order nonlinear generations.

Imaging quality remains a problem in SFG holography. Present experimental layout
limits the resolution because of the extra long optical path of the signal beam. High
spatial frequency components are inevitably lost during the propagation. With an
improved SFG image and stable platform free of vibration, better hologram is very
possible by balancing the integration time with the temporal resolution.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This dissertation includes two major studies of the applications of holography. One is
focused on characterizing metamaterial using spectral holography, while the other one is
on Sum Frequency Generation spectroscopic holography. Applying spectral holography
to metamaterial characterization provides a path to measuring complex optical properties
of this emerging novel material. SFG holography is a newly developed imaging method.

Metamaterial, as a new class of artificial material, can exhibit novel properties not
existing in natural material. Deliberately engineered spectral response is one key feature
in metamaterial studies by manipulating the phase of input light. The main advantage of
spectral holography applied on metamaterial characterization is the ability to obtain both
the amplitude and the phase simultaneously. Phase is generally unattainable using
conventional detectors which can only detect intensity. However, spectral holography
encodes phase associated to each wavelength into power spectrum modulation.

The

spectral holographic system built in our lab can support broadband analysis and high
spatial coherence attributed to extending light source from normal white light to
supercontinuum. We have successfully characterized several metamaterials and evaluated
their performance using spectral holography. Characterization of metasurface based wave
plate was conducted using conventional polarization measurement. Although result shows
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strong agreement with desired performance, there also exists some restriction, such as not
being able to conduct measurements with normally incident light. spectral holography is
employed on the analysis of ZIM on a substrate and the Dielectric Magnetic mirror (DM
Mirror).

The aim to characterize zero index material on a substrate is to evaluate the influence
brought by substrate. ZIM’s performance highly relies on the symmetry of the structure,
but existence of a substrate actually breaks the symmetry. on the other hand, physical
support from the substrate is important for practical applications to maintain mechanical
rigidity.

Results show that the substrate indeed affects the performance of ZIM as

expected, and the deviation agrees with the simulation result. Based on the
characterization, we can tune the relevant parameters or design additional devices to
compensate for the impact posed by the substrate. Alternatively, we can simply avoid
using substrate by isolating air turbulence. DM mirror’s role is to achieve zero phase
change of the electric field on a perfect reflector. The fabricated device is characterized
by using spectral holography also. Measurement results fit the designed performance.

Sum frequency holography is a new type of holography first proposed and demonstrated
in our lab. SFG is a powerful tool in material study, but less explored for imaging
application. We extend the application of holography to this nonlinear optical modality.
Our group has already realized CARS holography, and SHG holography has also
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previously demonstrated. However, SFG holography still faces a few challenges because
of current construction difficulty and limited signal strength, even though the importance
of SFG was already recognized especially in organic material study.

Basically, I have successfully built a SFG holographic microscopy system and
demonstrated the validity. I used several different samples to demonstrate the features
such as chemical selective imaging and single pulse scanning free 3D imaging.
Good-quality SFG image at varied depths can be retrieved from one hologram. Chemical
selective imaging avoids labels which could be harmful to bio-sample. This technique
paves a path to dynamic SFG 3D imaging, which can potentially observe the structure
change during reactions.
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